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Heartfelt congratulations to Mr Lee Kin Lim, 
our discipline master, who won the award of the 4th 
Excellence in Educational Administration presented 
by the Hong Kong Council for Educational 
Administration.  Mr Lee’s tremendous contributions 
in quality educational administration was highly 
acclaimed.

On top of the need to project a sense of 
strictness in handling students’ behavioural issues, 
Mr Lee advocates a caring approach and adopts a 
positive attitude in establishing a top-class learning 
atmosphere. He believes love and respect conquers 
all on campus. Teaching is like gardening. Teachers 
create the best conditions for success, just as 
gardeners do. When a flower does not bloom, 
discipline  teachers should be optimistic and patient. 
They should be committed to sustain the 
environment, provide abundant guidance and 
monitor progress for the struggling young seedlings.

Mr Lee strongly believes all students are 
unique and born with great talents and potential. 
Schools should offer ample opportunities for 
students to shine. Education can unlock endless 
possibilities. All students can soar from zero to 
infinity. He also thinks the essence of education is to 
make learning contagious, to have one idea spark 
another. Through daily interactions and 
collaborations, both teachers and students can 
benefit through life on life.
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Among a total of 22 awardees, Mr Lee 
outshone and entered the top-ten list of excellent 
educational administrators. He shared that the keys 
to effective administration are gratitude and 
appreciation, accountability, discipline and dignity. 
At work, he highly values teamwork spirit and the 
importance of reaching a common consensus 
amongst all collaborators. Mr Lee also gave 
attributes to the endless support from the School’s 
management team, the active participation and 
coordination from teachers, as well as the positive 
responses from parents and students.  All these, 
without a doubt, bring the greatest efficiency to the 
School’s operation.

Last but not least, Mr Lee believes educating 
youngsters is a long term process and the School 
will continue to strive its best to offer quality 
education, nurture students with the power of love 
and care, and establish the foundation for students’ 
bright future.

Photo with the Principal in the Awarding Ceremony
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